State...

- Hand only gear change
- Lever & ‘fly-by-wire’ technology provide simple clutch control
- No modification to original vehicle parts
- Can be fitted to most vehicles
- Vehicle can be driven conventionally

Duck Clutch

Semi-automatic Clutch System

The ‘Duck’ semi-automatic clutch system removes completely the requirement for the left leg during gear change in a manual vehicle. A small aluminium lever on the gear knob provides direct control of the clutch during gear change. This coupled with an intelligent ‘fly by wire’ microprocessor control system makes the system both extremely easy and ‘natural’ to control. Extremely suitable where an automatic version of a vehicle is not available. Once fitted the ECU can be set-up by the fitter using a hand held keypad to adjust the system to the individuals’ driving technique, even to those settings required in high performance race cars.
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